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Camera Bags & Coses
by Jack and Sue Drafahl

Now that you've read the sections on cameras, lenses, and
electronic flash, let's assume you have purchased all the
necessary photo equipment. What's next? Since you would
rather be out taking picture than sitting home admiring your
purchases, we'd better go
shopping for a camera bag.
The quandary comes when
deciding which one is right
for you. Should it be big
or small? Do you need it
to comfortably fit on your
back or smoothly roll
through airport security?
Will you need more than one bag in order to fulfill all your
travel needs? So many unanswered questions and you've got
choices to make. Not to worry, because we will help you with
your buying decisions.

Getting
your stuff
together

To figure out exactly which bag to buy, you need to

•

analyze the type of photography you will be doing when you
load up your equipment. Will you only need a camera and
one lens? Are you planning an extensive hiking expedition
and wanting to take all the equipment you own? Will you be
battling crowds when taking pictures? Do you travel by
airline? Do you use 35mm or larger format, or both? The
more you can define your needs, the easier it will be to find
the bag for you.
Don't be surprised to find you really need more than one
camera bag to meet your demands. Keep in mind that your
bag does not necessarily have to hold all your equipment.
As an outdoor photographer, you may get a backpack that
holds everything, and a day pack or hip hugger that will
hold a flash, film and a couple of lenses. With several
camera bags you can pick the bag to match the photo
situation.
As you consider the purchase of a bag, you need to look
closely at the versatility of the bag itself. Can you access
each lens easily? Do you have to put the bag down to get
into it? Is each item protected from the others in the bag? Is
there a chance of an item falling out? Is the bag comfortable
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Their new offering is the 2()6:

compartments tor film, filters and model releases,
you'll find additional straps on the top and bottom of the bag
to attach a compact tripod. Some of the bags have an
additional handle on the top of the bag to give your shoulder
a break.
These bags come in a wide assortment of materials from
canvas to durable nylon, and most are water
resistant. The weak link in most
shoulder bags is the strap, especially
where it attaches to the bag. Look at
The shoulder bag is probably the most
this area very closely. The strap
common type of camera bag. Although
should be reinforced at the
most are rectangular in shape, they come
attachment points. And be sure to
in hundreds of sizes to match every type of
check the reinforcement if the bag
photographer and budget. The advantage
has a top handle. The shoulder strap
of a shoulder bag is that you have
tself should be very wide and have
immediate access to everything you
additional padding for added comfort. If it
carry.
uses clips, be sure to check them for strength.
The center of the bag is usually
If there are clasps to keep the bag closed, be sure
reserved for the more expensive
they snap securely shut. There is nothing worse than
lenses, camera bodies, and flash.
selecting a classy bag and having the contents spill
Padded dividers are used to
Kipling Cool shoulder bag
due to a broken strap, clasp or clip.
separate different pieces of
When making your bag selection, don't grab one
equipment from touching each other.
too big. In this case, bigger isn't always better. Remember the
Some of these dividers attach to the walls of the bag with
bigger it is, the more you will put into it, and the more it will
Velcro, which makes it easy to reconfigure the compartments.
weigh. You will probably have to tote it quite some time and
Other bags have a tray system stacked in the middle of the
whether you use the shoulder strap or top handle, you may
bag. It keeps everything organized, but makes it harder to
become exhausted. You would be better off buying differentaccess the equipment on the bottom row.
sized bags to suit different photo situations. Your aching
The outside pockets can take a flash, cords, batteries, and
muscles will thank you later.
other small accessories. The top flap of the bag usually has
to carry for a long period of time? Do you have adequate
storage space for small items like batteries, model releases,
cable release, film, filters and a clampod? Can the bag take
the wear and tear of heavy usage and still protect the
contents from the weather? Let's take a brief look at each
type of bag so you can figure out which one, or ones, you
need to purchase.
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The fanny pack, or hip pack, is designed
much like the shoulder bag, except
that this compact pack straps around
your waist. It has a center section for
a camera and lens and additional
pockets for accessories, and works great
if you don't have a lot of equipment to
carry. The biggest advantage is that it is
comfortable to wear because the weight is
distributed evenly across your hips. Your
hips can usually bear camera weight better
than your shoulders. You can either wear it
so that the pack rests against the small of
your back or swing it around and wear the
pack on your front. Most of these packs
have a quick-disconnect buckle so the unit
is easy to put on and take off. Another advantage
is that you don't have to remove it to
access your equipment. The biggest
disadvantage is that you must be
sure that all the zippers
are closed before you
start moving to keep
equipment from falling
out. If you bend over and forgot
to close any part of the bag, it
could be disastrous.

The top-load camera bag is dedicated to a
single camera and lens setup nestled face down
in a deeply padded pocket. This bag resembles a
gun holster and is designed for the photographer
who doesn't require a lot of equipment, but
wants to have handy access. The bag straps
across your waist for comfortable
distribution of weight. Some of the topload bags even have accessory pockets
for storage of film, filters or other small
gadgets. Again, you must remember to
1
J snap the lid shut to avoid accidental
equipment spillage.

The belt pack has several small
equipment pouches that hang off a belt
resembling an ammunition belt. It evenly
Tamrac 705 OPN hip pack
distributes the weight across your hips
and allows easy body movement.
Each piece of
equipment has its
own pouch and the
camera and lens usually fit into
a top-load bag. The belt has a quickdisconnect buckle for easy on
Tamrac MBX 370 ACS belt pack
anc j
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For the nature photographer who makes
extended visits in the great outdoors, the
photo backpack is a must. These packs have
molded frames designed to distribute the
weight evenly across your shoulders and
back. Most have adjustable, sturdy, padded
shoulder straps to comfortably carry the
load. Some even have lumbar and chest
straps to keep the pack snug to your body
and help limit movement.
These packs come in a variety of sizes,
from the simple daypack to ones designed to
carry extensive camera gear for miles. You
can match the backpack size to the amount
of equipment you need to transport.
Because the bulk of the bag is behind you, it
is easy to maneuver down narrow hiking
trails.
The interior is heavily padded to protect
all your valuable equipment. Most
backpacks have Velcro dividers so you can
easily reconfigure the interior compartment.
Some have detachable pouches and even
room for a sack lunch.
The down side to these backpacks is that
they have to be removed to access the
equipment. Of course, if you have one of

features two removable air cushions to
protect the equipment ngMinsr .impact,

Since 1975,
offered no-nonsense unbreakable,
watertight, airtight and corrosion-proof
cases. They offer a full X-inch-thick wall
protection, an O

the larger packs and have it full, you will be
more than happy for the opportunity to stop
and give your shoulders a rest.
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Domke PhoTOGS Jacket

This popular camera-carrying device is
not a bag at all, but a sleeveless jacket with
lots of pockets. The photo vest looks very
much like a fishing jacket, with pouches
and pockets covering the entire vest.
Instead of fishing lures, you will be
carrying lenses and sundry accessories. Each
item you carry in the photo vest has its
own slightly padded pocket. The more
pockets, the more gear you can carry, and
the heavier it gets.
The big advantage to the photo vest is
that the weight is distributed across both
your shoulders and back. The photo vest is
also very streamlined, which is why it has
been a favorite of photojournalists for years.
It enables easy movement through crowds
without the fear of bumping into people as
can happen with a camera bag or backpack.
The disadvantage to the photo vest is that
you have to remember which pocket has
which lens, otherwise you have to open a few
before you find what you are looking for.

ring seal guaranteed to be watertight to
30
the cases absolutely airtight. These cases
: offer-customized protection of all your
equipment in 14 diiTcrent sizes for all
applications from 8K to 52 inch.es wide.
The interiors are available with padded
dividers or presented pick 'n pluck: foam
:
so you can custQif||||||eni to
j
accommodate various equipment.
Pelican even lias a case designed to carry
a soft, camera hag inside. This offers the
ultimate in protection and convenience
for the traveling photographer. Their
three largest cases come wssjj wheels and
all their'e|||i:l||||ln unconditional .
lifetime guarantee.

Phoenix (distributor of Phoenix
lenses, tripods & flash units and
Samyang lenses) offers a wide line of
•camera and tripod bags, all waterresistant and with a limited life time •
warranty. Included, in the line are
shoulder bags from small (for APS and
compact 35mm cameras) to large (for

camcrajiystem.es and VCRs), holsters,
and. backpacks. Adjustable removable
shoulder strapn, padded pockets and
Velcro dividers to allow you to
customize interior compartments artuseful, features.

The Porter Case is a cart and. a case
all in one. The Porter Case meets all the
airline regulations for carry-on size so
you can easily lit. it ii.nd.er your scat or in
the overhead compartment, ffyou have
additional baggage to carry, simply pull

Porter Case
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There are even companies that offer hard-shell cases with
a shoulder bag inside. This offers the ultimate protection of
the hard-shell case for travel and the ease of a regular camera
bag once on location. For the photographer who has a lot of
luggage to carry, one manufacturer makes a rolling hard case
that converts to a versatile hand truck.

Hard-shell camera cases are quite varied in size and
construction, and serve different purposes. The smaller cases
look like a business briefcase and are generally designed to
hold a specific camera system. They are heavily padded but
carry only a small amount of camera gear that you usually
have to break down for transport.
The medium-size hard cases will hold more equipment,
CASES
and the camera can remain attached to the lens, allowing
You can be assured that if you have a specific type of
quick access. These cases have become
photo gear there will be someone who makes a
increasingly popular with photographers
case for it. There are padded filter
traveling by air. The case dimensions
cases to prevent breakage and
qualify as take-on luggage, ensuring
allow quick access to your morethat your camera gear will not be
popular filters. You will find
stolen or on a plane to a different
cases to hold medium-format
location than you. The larger suitcasefilm magazines, 4x5 film holders
size cases are often used by professional
and even studio lights. Tripod
photographers for carrying studio
.and light-stand cases not only
lighting gear, large-format cameras, or video
offer protection, but make them
systems.
—•*»•"•easier to transport. You will find
zing Extra Large stuff pouch
The interiors of the hard cases have
hard cases for the very large and heavy
either padded dividers or foam to help organize and protect
lenses that require added protection. There are even cases
your gear. The dividers make it easy to customize the case for
that attach to your belt so you can carry an extra telephoto
each trip, while once the foam is cut to size it is permanent.
lens with you.
Some of the hard cases even have waterproof seals, to protect
If you want additional protection for some of your
gear from moisture and dust. Most recently several of the
equipment, you can purchase a photo wrap. Just wrap these
manufacturers are adding wheels and handles so that you can
padded cloths around your lens or camera body and it secure
easily roll the case through the airports.
them in place using Velcro.
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Tamrac Summit Photo professional-sized.
Backpack
camera iwgs t:o meet every
camera bags. They
provides
f|||tograp}i.ers' needs, .featuring photoare constructed with Tanirac's PowerGrid
vests, shoulder bags, daypacks, kip packs, Cordura and feature the Speed Flat: Top,
Pop-Off film pockets, Zip Drop front
backpacks, and sftotigboses with
spinal area,
Their most recent additions include
pocket and Piggy-Back: Pocket: so you
and foam
the ai)-tjew 5000 series of lightweight,
can slide the case over the handle of the
torso and
durable bags ofieiing a variety of
Roll ing StrongBoxes.
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Now that we have explained the different styles of camera
bags, it is time to go shopping. Before you head out, make a
list of all the photo equipment you own and its approximate
dimensions. Now think about what additions you might
make to your camera system in the next couple of years.
Since your camera bag is meant to last, you will be glad you
planned ahead.
Once in the camera store, look at each type of camera
and pick a style that you think might fit your photo needs.
Take your time and ask
yourself some questions. Will
it hold all the equipment that
you think you might take on a
photo excursion? Will the bag
be too heavy? Will your
shoulders hold out under the
weight? Are the straps strong
enough to carry the load?
Would you be better taking
less gear and choosing a
smaller bag? Do you need
more than one bag to satisfy
your needs? Is there room for
more equipment if you have a
last-minute addition? Can you
access your equipment easily?
Is your favorite lens going to
Lowepro Trekker AW backpack

Pelican 1650 hard case

end up on the bottom shelf? Is there plenty of room for film
and accessories? How is the workmanship? If you are going to
be taking pictures in inclement weather, is the bag waterresistant? Will it survive airline travel? Most importantly, does it
protect your equipment properly?
You have made a substantial investment in your photo
equipment and you need a bag or case to protect your prized
possessions. We have shown you that there are plenty of
choices in every style and color, so take the time to analyze
your needs and research your options. This will help avoid
costly buying errors and provide you with a camera bag that
is both stylish and functional.

roll ing
designed.
An'

provide protection for your camera
essentials. Each of the two models
includes a main compartment foi your
camera or binoculars, a zippered
pocket, a padd >.:»'! pocket, a mesh : : '
pocket for accessories, and three
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Walkabout Pak any of four ways-— over
your shoulder with a detachable strap,
on youi belt with a sewn-pn .loop, .on
'your :baek;;wkh a'lenbn. Ixi..;kpack'; .
harness, or' on your chest with the" . : • " . • •
Tenba chest harness,

•closure"
system

the largest of them all at 29x20x10
•inches. No interior case arc;* is bsr on
any of the Zeroller transport cases, .
Because i;h<: retractable carrier is ' .' '
mounted on
ariefi-n: of the cases.
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Since 1938, Zero Halliburton has
.been: a respected leader in the
::::manuiai:<.i!.rc; of aluminum photo cases,
,:lThey o!ix:r a wide range assizes 'to : .
J||||rmu«cbi'c year photo
^tyte, High-density foam is standard in
.all cnscs, hut: a divided interior b dso.
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Zero Halliburton 110 Zeroller

rubber
wheels to assure smooth movement and
maximum support even w] icn
transporting heavy loads,
Due to the overwhelming success of
the original Zeroller, die Zero
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